Motion-based analysis of spatial patterns by the human visual system.
It is known that the visibility of patterns presented through stationary multiple slits is significantly improved by pattern movements. This study investigated whether this spatiotemporal pattern interpolation is supported by motion mechanisms, as opposed to the general belief that the human visual cortex initially analyses spatial patterns independent of their movements. Psychophysical experiments showed that multislit viewing could not be ascribed to such motion-irrelevant factors as retinal painting by tracking eye movements or an increase in the number of views by pattern movements. Pattern perception was more strongly impaired by the masking noise moving in the same direction than by the noise moving in the opposite direction, which indicates the direction selectivity of the pattern interpolation mechanism. A direction-selective impairment of pattern perception by motion adaptation also indicates the direction selectivity of the interpolation mechanism. Finally, the map of effective spatial frequencies, estimated by a reverse-correlation technique, indicates observers' perception of higher spatial frequencies, the recovery of which is theoretically impossible without the aid of motion information. These results provide clear evidence against the notion of separate analysis of pattern and motion. The visual system uses motion mechanisms to integrate spatial pattern information along the trajectory of pattern movement in order to obtain clear perception of moving patterns. The pattern integration mechanism is likely to be direction-selective filtering by V1 simple cells, but the integration of the local pattern information into a global figure should be guided by a higher-order motion mechanism such as MT pattern cells.